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Introduction
2015 has seen landmark changes in privacy and cybersecurity laws and regulatory best practices. These
developments have had a direct impact on cloud vendors. For example, evolving judicial and regulatory
interpretations of pre-existing cross-border transfer laws are transforming the ways that personal data
can be managed in the cloud. Also, this year, U.S. regulators have issued four written guidance reports
calling for companies to monitor the data security practices of their vendors.i These written guides signal
heightened regulatory attention to the issue of vendor security going forward. This may force vendors to
revisit pre-existing contractual terms that often place privacy and data security legal compliance exclusively
on cloud customers.
Also, cloud vendors will find their operations increasingly impacted by privacy and data security
developments based upon the sheer volume of personal data at issue. Almost overnight, companies have
collectively migrated thousands of terabytes of data en masse from their own servers to cloud vendor
environments.ii Cloud vendors offer simplified solutions to companies for essential business functions such
as customer relations management (CRM),iii human relations/employee benefitsiv and data management
platforms (DMPs),v to help target the purchase and sale of online advertising. Some household names
in the cloud-based service provider industry emanate from Silicon Valley (e.g., Salesforce, Workday and
Oracle). Perhaps lesser known—but increasingly impactful—is the number of sizable cloud-related vendors
originally emanating from Israel and purchased by U.S. companies (e.g., SAP enterprise software, Visual Tao
and CTERA Networks).vi With developments like Google’s recent purchase of the Israeli-founded Waze appvii
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for a reported $1 billion and Microsoft’s recent purchase of Israeli-founded cloud security firm Adallom,viii
some have argued that the Israeli tech community is second in line globally only to Silicon Valley. ix
Cloud environments and other technology vendors that rely on cloud storage (e.g., mobile app developers)
have simplified the lives of many marketing, HR and tech professionals in small businesses to the Fortune
500 alike. Nevertheless, cloud vendors and their customers should pay heed to legal requirements and
best practices impacting privacy, as well as security, going forward. Accordingly, now is the time for cloud
vendors and the companies that hire them to revise or develop new policies and procedures to ensure that
vendors are properly managing data collection, transfer and storage of personal information. Failure to do
so could create substantial liabilities for cloud vendors and the customers they serve.
This advisory highlights some of the top new privacy and cybersecurity developments that impact cloud
vendor relationships in the U.S., EU, Israel, Dubai and beyond.
I. Privacy Developments That Impact Cloud Vendors.
Recent developments in the EU/European Economic Area (EEA), Dubai, Israel and the U.S. discussed below,
have significantly changed the landscape such that these new privacy concerns should become key
components of vendor management programs in 2016 for cloud computing companies.
A. Global Cross-Border Transfer Developments
1. EEA Privacy Cross-Border Transfer Developments
Under EU law, the U.S. does not have “adequate protection” for personal data. Accordingly, up until
October 6, 2015, the EU permitted personal data to be transferred to the U.S. under four circumstances,
most germane to cloud vendors: (1) Safe Harbor; (2) binding corporate rules (BCRs); (3) standard contract
clauses (also known as “model contracts”); and (4) consent.x While other mechanisms for cross-border
transfer technically exist under EU law (i.e., permits, derogations and bilateral agreements to enhance law
enforcement), either EU data protection authorities have roundly rejected them as unsuitable for the types
of mass transfers of consumer and HR data at the core of many commercial cloud contracts or they are
otherwise largely inapplicable.xi Accordingly, several U.S.-based cloud vendors relied on the Safe Harbor
program to support transfers of personal data from the EU to the U.S. until recently.xii On October 6, 2015, in
the landmark decision Maximillian Schrems v. Data Protection Commissioner, the European Court of Justice
(ECJ) ruled the Safe Harbor framework invalid and transfers made to the U.S. under it illegal.
In the aftermath of Schrems, EU regulators have made it clear that the decision will not be challenged.
To the contrary, on October 16, 2015, while still expressing hope for a new iteration of Safe Harbor, the
Article 29 Data Protection Working Party confirmed its alignment with the ECJ’s decision on the pre-existing
version and signaled enforcement would commence by late January 2016 if a new agreement is not
negotiated.xiii Similarly, on October 22, 2015, the Swiss Federal Data Protection and Information Commissioner
(FDPIC)xiv announced that the U.S.–Swiss Safe Harbor was also invalid. The FDPIC also called for existing
data transfer contracts to be amended by the end of January 2016 to include explicit disclosures that U.S.
authorities may access personal data if transferred there.xv
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On October 26, 2015 the independent data protection authorities of the German federal and state
governments issued a Safe Harbor update.xvi Extending the rationale of Schrems, the German DPAs
announced they will not issue any new authorizations for data transfers to the U.S. even if based upon BCRs
or model contracts. The German DPAs recognized that consent may in certain limited circumstances provide
a legal basis for data transfers, but indicated that it is not generally suitable for mass data transfers—like
those at issue for many cloud providers. One German DPA issued separate guidance reflecting invalidation
of model contracts.xvii
In its recent November 6, 2015, guidance (November 6 Commission Guidance), the European Commission
confirmed that in light of the Schrems decision, it is “clear that data transfers between the EU and the United
States can no longer be carried out on that basis.…”xvii The November 6 Commission Guidance also noted
that three cloud providers had already announced alternative tools for cross-border transfers, including
model contracts and options for customers to process EEA data in the EEA.xix
On November 18, 2015, the Norwegian DPA announced that he “discourages the transfer of personal
data based on the consent of the individual alone but rather recommends obtaining his approval prior to
conducting any transfers to the U.S.”xx
All of the developments described above—as well as others that will surely follow—should prompt
companies to assess in connection with their cloud vendors (a) whether the company’s data includes
personal information transported to the U.S. from the EEA and (b) if so, what mechanisms the cloud vendors
put in place to ensure lawful transfer. If, on the other hand, a company does not have operations in the EEA,
and would not ordinarily have a need to process data there but for the locations of the cloud vendor’s data
centers, it may question whether executing a model contract would create new obligations under EU law
that would not otherwise exist. In turn, cloud vendors should be prepared to research solutions that will
protect their customers from facing regulatory enforcement at the end of January 2016 in the EEA.
2. Israeli Privacy Cross-Border Transfer Developments
Also concerning for U.S. companies that rely on Israel’s burgeoning tech community for cloud services,
was the Israeli Law, Technology and Information Authority’s (ILTA) October 19, 2015, decision invalidating
transfers from Israel to the United States premised upon the reasoning of Schrems.xxi Companies working
with Israeli vendors should:
• First, review all existing agreements and determine what data protection measures the vendor is obliged
to maintain. Be sure that the vendor can meet those measures. Consider whether the existing agreements
can be easily terminated if Safe Harbor is invalid and no alternative mechanism is provided in its stead.
• Second, select an alternative method for transferring personal data from Israel to the U.S. The exceptions
available under the applicable regulations allow:
 Data transfer pursuant to an agreement with the database owner under which the transferee
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undertakes to comply with applicable Israeli law (organizations that want to base such contractual
obligations on the model contract clauses adopted by the European Commission may do so
subject to certain necessary modifications); or
 Obtaining the unambiguous consent of the data subject to the transfer.
3. Dubai Cross-border Transfer Developments
Cross-border issues could also affect cloud vendors servicing the financial industry from Dubai. On
October 26, 2015, the commissioner of data protection for the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC)
indicated that data controllers transferring personal data to the U.S. cannot rely on the Safe Harbor scheme
post-Schrems.xxii Instead, they were encouraged to rely on alternative methods for data transfer under the
DIFC Data Protection Law (No. 1 of 2007) and related DIFC data protection regulations. The commissioner
expressly noted his intention to monitor Safe Harbor 2.0 discussions to glean whether a future protocol
may emerge.xxiii
Financial institutions in the U.S. that rely upon cloud vendors to transfer personal data from the DIFC should
review the basis upon which their cloud vendors transfer personal data from the DIFC to the U.S. to ensure
compliance with the current interpretations of the DIFC data protection requirements.
II. Data Security and Cybersecurity Developments
A. U.S. Regulatory Guidance and Enforcement
Throughout 2015, U.S. regulators have issued pointed guidance regarding cybersecurity best practices for
vendor management. Recommended practices include calls for companies hiring vendors to (1) conduct
pre-contract due diligence that incorporates a risk assessmentxxiv and (2) include security standards for
vendors in the contract, such as encryption requirements.xxv These particular recommendations have been
followed by industry for years. That said, regulators have crafted additional recommendations based on
new enforcement actions announced within the past 16 months.xxvi
Therefore, companies should not assume they already know the contents of new regulatory guidance
issued in 2015 without first reading the guidance closely. The simple fact that regulators (as distinct from
industry players) have issued written guidance this year reflects regulator resolve to scrutinize vendor
management more closely.
Accordingly, companies should consider comparing their existing practices with 2015 regulator guidance
to see how they align or differ. Ignoring regulatory guidance, on the assumption that it is already known,
could place companies at greater risk of facing regulatory enforcement actions.xxvii
B. Israeli Data Security Laws & Enforcement
The Israeli Privacy Law imposes obligations on the owners, “holders” and “managers” of databases and on
the use of data held in such databases. The law stipulates that the owner, holder and manager, severally, are
responsible for the information security of the data processed in the database. In addition, specific privacy
protection regulationsxxviii require the database manager to appoint an information security manager and
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establish the responsibility of database managers for the information security of the data processed in
the databases.
Like the U.S. and EEA, heightened security recommendations exist in Israel for health and financial data.
For example, starting January 1, 2016, health institutions will be required to only contract with suppliers
that are ISO 27001 or ISO 27799 compliant. On March 16, 2015, the supervisor of banks at the Bank of Israel,
issued a directive regarding cyber defense management. The directive requires banking corporations to
place special emphasis on cyber defense and take the necessary steps to effectively manage cyber-related
risks. The directive lays out the principles according to which banking corporations are required to operate
in the area of cyber defense. The directive went into effect on September 1, 2015.
Companies doing business in Israel, whether in their capacity as vendors or by contracting with Israeli
vendors will want to ensure compliance with this new body of law in their vendor agreements.
III. Corporate Due Diligence
New cloud vendors, like other startups, are often looking for an exit strategy that involves a large liquidity
event where they are either purchased as part of a merger and acquisition transaction or go public. Given
the current risk profile, privacy and cyber due diligence should become part of every due diligence effort
involving cloud/tech vendors. Failure to do so may haunt investors later.
IV. Conclusion
In today’s highly dynamic environment, companies have a heightened need to pay attention to privacy and
cybersecurity issues, particularly regarding their cloud vendors. Regulator guidance indicates that companies
are expected to consider privacy and security in their vendor management programs—and this includes
clouds. If this has not already been done, attention to this area should be a priority for 2016 planning.
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